What is your name?
Microlearning helps to:

- Make people memorize: 4
- Demotivate people: 3
- Reduce cognitive overload: 48
- Deliver large units of learning: 8
To integrate microlearning, reduce __ and integrate activities ("practice").
Which activity incorporates active learning?

- Lecture
- Read from PowerPoint
- Talk all day
- Scenarios

Scenarios: 65
Results

- Jonathan: 2813 points
- Sabrina: 2785 points
- Jessica: 2738 points
- Jonathan J: 2738 points
- Jenny: 2723 points
- Karen: 2718 points
- Eileen: 2695 points
- MC: 2684 points
- Alex: 2665 points
- Andrew: 2641 points
Do you have any questions?

- thanks!
- I appreciate your expertise
- Will share the slides and links
- Do you have recommendations of how to develop online simulations?
- Activities in virtual workshops ideas please?
- How many sessions are the best for one day
- How big of a group do you recommend for this level of training and how long of the sessions do you recommend
- Good information
- How do motivate large health systems to use these techniques?
Do you have any questions?

- Can anyone use menti?
- Is there a preference for small standalone courses vs more comprehensive courses with micro topics?
- Does your website show examples and teach us how I can develop lessons like this?
- Does microlearning work when attendees may speak different languages?
- Is menticom available for use with my team?
- Will we get an attendance certification? Thanks
- Thank you. I just wanted to know about resources but you are sharing that with us.
- Do you have recommendations for LMSs?
- Best time I have had ALL DAY!!!
Do you have any questions?

- Can Micro-Learning technique be used for regulatory requirements?
- Does your team have a system to assist EHS officers to keep track of training and required Cal/OSHA courses?
- Do you see recordings of past trainings useful for those that may have missed a micro learning session?
- Do you always use pre- and post- tests?
- Agreed that Problem based learning and role play/scenario are great for learning but often times people don't enjoy role play..how to motivate people to participate?
- Great info